Together for good reasons
A fusion of customer benefits

Strong presence in the market
CCL Design Durables joins forces from the top 6 suppliers in the European market. Providing development and manufacture of innovative labelling solutions for the automotive industry, long-life industrial and electronic products. The companies fit well together and complement each other, benefiting customers, partners and employees.

Powerful roots
In the future, releasing more resource and focus into research and development, provided by as a strong financial foundation. The company continues to rely on loyal and performance-oriented employees on all sides.

Unique synergies
Geographical conditions can be optimally used. The CCL-Group not only has a large network of distribution channels, but also manufacturing facilities in all major markets of the industry. The combined group achieved in their markets an increased presence.

Power combination
Offering an extended product portfolio through the combined product range of the individual companies. Utilising the complementary products allows the combination of integrated solutions, products and services to meet customer needs from a single source.

Network of knowledge
We excel as a CCL-Group of competence and expertise. Together, we are combining our technological expertise and innovative power for labelling solutions.

In good hands
In this new environment situation many things are possible for us. Today, together we work on tomorrow’s success! Currently, nothing changes for customers and partners, they have the same contacts as before.

Identification

Security labels
Guarantee the authenticity and trademark protection of the vehicle or device identity. Whether VINs or legally required labels - our portfolio covers all important security IDs.

Warning and information labels
Using different labelling, adhesion and printing technology to produce labels, which are precisely adapted to your specific requirements.

Front panels and keyboards
To ensure safe operation of machinery and equipment, displays and printed labels are used. We use different materials, matched to your specific application - with individual printing customised to your products.

Machines and equipment
Complete printing machines or printers with flexible software for in house label creation. We offer the perfect solution to fit your requirements.

CCL Design
Durables - Europe
The CCL Design GmbH in Solingen is an independent company within the CCL Group and employs over 240 employees. Our production includes different printing processes, embossing and punching processes, CNC equipment for mechanical processing, various coating methods and a laser centre for cutting, engraving or marking material. We also offer custom lighting solutions with functional and decorative benefits.

**Facts**
- Founded in 1989 (CD Design) / Eltex (1973)
- Part of CCL in 2008
- Production area 5,000 qm
- Products > 10,000
- Certificates: ISO TS 16949, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, Q1 Ford

**TOP PROTECT®**
TOP PROTECT® - Laminate labels have been developed for industrial product markings. The nameplates and labels of this product family withstand extreme continuous stress such as abrasion, weathering, corrosive substances and any kind of dirt. CCL Design offers three different variants, depending on the application and number of manufacturing processes.

**TOP CUT®**
TOP CUT® - Die-cut parts and scales: Precision die-cutting and dimensionally accurate cut-outs. We offer self-adhesive die-cut parts as an economical alternative to other bonding parts. In addition to permanent bonding solutions temporary coverings of boreholes and displays are available for scratch and shock protection, also used as a time-saving fixing and assembly aid.

**TOP SCRIPT®**
TOP SCRIPT® - Nameplate labels WITH AND WITHOUT SERIALISED INFORMATION for any application in the industrial marking and machine identification. Any printable industry labels as nameplates, film labels, equipment labels, security labels, inventory labels, export labels, UL - and CSA-approved product labels. Also called „factory signs“ for the automotive parts industry by KBA norm or CE-compliant machine identification.

**TOP CODE®**
TOP CODE® - Barcode labels - EAN labels and inventory labels. Finished printed barcode labels with barcode or 2-dimensional matrix code. In all industrial sectors and commercially TOP CODE barcode labels are used with surface protection. CCL Design printed to desired formats, qualified testing and documented quality. For each application, we have barcode labels and the perfect material and right adhesive.
Woelco AG is an independent company within the CCL Group currently employing about 120 employees. For our customers we develop and produce labels and high-tech labeling machines. Woelco is a single source technology partner for industry. In this way, we are able to meet our customers diverse requirements with the right products, through cost effective, flexible, labeling solutions.

**Facts**
- Founded in 1962
- Part of CCL in January 2016
- Production area 3,000 qm
- Products > 10,000
- Certificates: ISO TS 16949
  - ISO 9001
  - ISO 14001

**Multi-Colored Labels**
We provide multi-color labels that can be used by their color and material diversity in all industries. Two- to six-color prints are produced as easily as the picture printing on the Euro scale - CMYK. The variety of colors there are practically no limits, because by our special insetting manufacturing process we can accurately print labels in several passes. Of course have our color labels on high resistance in long-term tests.

**Unprinted Labels**
Unprinted labels are produced in various designs, quality and sizes. From simple paper labels to highly specialised film materials, our portfolio offers an extensive choice which fulfils your needs. Everything is matched to your needs, the backing and the adhesive is selected so that the adhesion of your labels is ensured. If required, we can support you with process integrated printing systems.

**Serialized Labels**
If you cannot manufacture your own labels, the labels in our product series are just the thing for your identification needs. All we need to produce your customised labels is information about the label contents, for example the type of numeration used and the desired text. You decide what information and code to use. All materials used for this product family are extremely resistant and can also be furnished with a protective laminate film with our modern machinery.

**Labeling & Automation**
Thanks to our innovative systems for processing a wide range of labels, we also provide highly developed standard application systems and automation capabilities, tailor-made to your respective requirements. Our technical support team would be pleased to assist you in an after-sales capacity. Our comprehensive spare parts inventory enables quick availability of the most common wear and tear parts.
CCL Design Nuremberg - Germany

The Fritz Brunnhoefer GmbH has over 65 years working specifically with the production of high-quality screen printed adhesive products. We manufacture according to customer, product labels, adhesive labels and industrial stampings. We currently employ more than 55 employees and have been part of CCL Industries Inc. Toronto since July 1, 2015. Our products are used in the Aerospace, Electronic, Medical, Automotive Industries and also for Advertising purposes.

Facts
- Founded in 1949
- Part of CCL in 2015
- Production area 700 qm
- Products > 8,000
- Certificates: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, EN 9100, EMAS

Lettering
Label your products / vehicles functionally and effectively with our decorative lettering. We supply these products as freestanding lettering with application tapes in a large variety of materials. Execution depends on your requirements from solid-coloured foil, multi-coloured silk screen or in individual digital printing. Additional coating or lamination for high resistance to weathering and / or chemical resistance are also provided.

Coloured Labels
Benefit from our decades of experience in the field of film and self-adhesive technology. We offer a huge variety of materials from many renowned film manufacturers and can offer a high weather resistance both in screen and digital printing. Supplied individually, in strips/sheets or rolls. With increased demands on the resistance, we use various laminations, so you can be sure that everything remains intact.

Front Panels and Keyboards
This product family is produced using a subsurface printing process utilising different materials such as PVC, polycarbonate or polyester. After the printing process, the adhesive is applied on the reverse, providing excellent resistance to weathering or chemicals. Special shapes, keyboard imprints, windows with UV varnish or translucent coloured coatings, breakthroughs, adhesive-free zones in screen or digital are available in almost every colour version.

Functional Die-cut Parts
Individual cutting and punching systems create ideal conditions for the production of film and adhesive stampings. Digital cutting and laser systems provide for low cost production of small and pilot series in almost all forms. Flat and rotary die cutting allow the production of industrial mass production. Benefit from our wide range of different material manufacturers.
Our Hungary site has been providing a variety of labeling, decorative and functional solutions locally in Eastern Europe for many years. The complexity of product movement and service levels have ensured that the business is continually developing new products and ways to support customer requirements. Supported by our European material science facility we are able to bring innovative and cost effective solutions to all of Europe.

**Labels and Nameplates**

We manufacture a wide range of label and nameplate products, many of which utilise our own labelstock materials designed & developed by our Material Sciences team. Comprising topcoats, adhesives, films and release liners, this range of materials combines superior product performance with cost effective pricing across a wide range of label and nameplate applications. Many of our label products go beyond Industry standard specifications and offer industry leading levels of durability.

**Precision Die-cut & Functional Products**

We manufacture precision die-cuts for many functional applications. Our processes are suitable for high volume mass production as well as smaller requirements to support design and pre-production stages of programs. Our products range from the highly complex multi-layered parts, including thermal management, electrical shielding, noise and vibration suppression found in smartphones, tablets and portable devices to much larger parts found in Industrial applications.

**Display Windows & Decorative Products**

We manufacture a product set which combines decoration, optical clarity and functional performance for applications such as LCD covers, Touch screen covers, Camera lens & flash covers, Decorative covers, and Keypad inlays. These products are manufactured from a wide range of optical grade materials, many of which are hard coated to prevent scratching and abrasion. Best in class decoration techniques include, optical coating processes to apply functional coatings such as, Anti-reflection, Anti-fingerprint/Easy to clean and customised hard coatings.

**Branded Products**

We offer a range of branding products and technologies which support many of the World’s largest OEMs. These range from simple but effective labelling solutions to complex metal logos to Nickel free and scratch resistant logos used in consumer markets. We offer a wide range of substrates and technologies to help develop and embellish brands. One unique technology developed, produces discrete letter brand logos and offers a more flexible alternative to Electroforming.

**Facts**

- Founded in 1998
- Part of CCL in 2015
- Production area 3,000 qm
- 68 Employee
- Certificates ISO 9001
  ISO 14001
Material Sciences and R&D
Chemistry, material science and R&D are at the core of our products. Coatings and polymer films are developed by our team of chemists and are used in many label, die-cut and optical products. Our state of the art coating processes enable precision coatings to be applied within Europe. The ability to develop materials and products for specific applications allow us to meet customer requirements resulting in high performance, low cost material solutions and rapid implementation.

Brand Protection & Security Products
We offer a wide range of security label products which have a strong track record in protecting some of the world’s largest brands. These combine tamper-evidence, overt authentication, covert authentication and track and trace to meet specific customer requirements. This is combined with slitting and spooling to level wound bobbins for large volume end user efficiency of scratch-off labels and die-cuts.

Security - PET VOID
Imprintable matt silver polyester film, with a special absorbent surface coating, void printed. Application and use:
Once applied to the substrate on removal, an irreversible “VOID” footprint message - formerly invisible to the eye - will detach itself from the face film. Labels which have been removed cannot be reapplied since repositioning will leave visible proof that tampering has taken place.

Labels - Tyvek 54
A white, Spunbonded polyolefin with exceptional tear resistance, stronger than paper and more cost-effective and versatile than fabrics. Tyvek has a higher strength-to-weight ratio than paper, absorbs little or no moisture, is strong and rip-resistant, and is made of environmentally responsible material. Application and use:
Due to the high mechanical and chemical resistance of the face stock the product is suitable for labels on containers and drums in the chemical industry, and for the production of durable tags for industrial and horticultural applications.
Customer in focus

Companies we owe the success

Important for our customers

No changes in:

- The agreed terms, conditions and delivery times
- Articles, article descriptions and numbers
- Company addresses
- Contact persons
- Bank details

There will be changes in the following areas:

- Reorganization and expansion of the Management Board
- Expansion of Research & Development
- Better global structure
- Company name
- More certifications
- Mail addresses

For our customers, suppliers and employees, we will create more efficient corporate structures. By optimising our processes and procedures, we will provide an improved customer service and an uniform, transparent portfolio.

We are growing and constantly seeking new challenges. Our success is based on innovative skills as well as our friendly and close customer relationships. We realize that our customers’ success is our success.